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Wildlife Tourism
• What do we want?
• Here’s part of a ‘wish 

list’ for the future:
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      (and preferably 
substantial areas of 
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 innovative ways of 
introducing tourists to 
our wildlife which are 
deeply satisfying to the 
individual while not 
disturbing the habitats
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micro-businesses with  
low initial budgets but 
great ideas to become 
established
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 true cooperation 
between wildlife 
tourism operations 
throughout Australia to 
advance knowledge 
relevant to 
conservation 
management. 
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the design of powerful interpretive experiences”
Roy Ballantyne,  Jan Packer, and Lucy A. Sutherland

Many others
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We are learning more and more about many other 
aspects of wildlife, tourism and wildlife tourism

BUT

there is still much we don’t know!
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Much potential for WTA 
members to help refi ne 
questions, suggest 
methods, help design 
questionnaires etc.  Or 
coordinate networks for 
work by others but more 
funding and more 
volunteers needed for 
this!
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into future 
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How can Indigenous hunting, in the context of tourism,  
be planned for ecological sustainability? Should we 
consider ranching some traditional food species (e.g. 
goannas)?
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?????????????????

Many other questions
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Biodiversity Conservation

•Minimize negative effects of wildlife tourism on 
wildlife and habitats

•Increase positive effects of same

•Assist in countering external threats

•Innovative ways of combining tourism, research and 
conservation

• Networks and communications  that enhance the 
above
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statements, 
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more after 
this 
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change from pest to asset to be cared for
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  Assist in 
marketing the less 
predictable events (e.g. 
fl ooding of Lake Eyre, 
waterbird and 
budgerigar breeding)
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How can WTA help?
What do we need to do?

 To do all this we 
need:

 Time
 $$$
 People



  

Help us make a difference!



  

http://wildlifetourism.org.au
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